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Reading Dostoevsky for Race, Otherwise

In The Fire Next Time (1963), James Baldwin describes how, after three years of

preaching, his break from the church began “fatally” with Dostoevsky1 (34). Given the

often affecting commitment Dostoevsky’s characters have towards Christian faith (like

Shatov in Demons: “I...I will believe in God”2), Baldwin’s claim comes off as almost

jarring. Personally, it only took one summer reading Dostoevsky and a�ending mass in

St. Petersburg to convince me that I should convert from Anglicanism, my

grandmother’s religion, to Russian Orthodoxy. Baldwin doesn’t give us a reason, but in

the second half of “Down at the Cross,” one of the two extraordinary essays that

comprise The Fire Next Time, his meaning becomes clear: Christianity is too imbued with

nationalism to bring an end to what he calls America’s “racial nightmare.”3 Indeed, for

Baldwin this principle pertains to all religion, including the faith of the Hon. Elijah

Mohammed and the Nation of Islam, to which “Down at the Cross” serves as a friendly

intervention.

By the very end of the essay, however, Dostoevsky’s ghost, his tacit influence,

appears to reveal itself in a more positive light in one of the most arresting passages of

The Fire Next Time, which I feel compelled to share in full:

3 Baldwin, The Fire Next Time, 105.

2 Fedor Dostoevskii, Sobranie sochinenii v 15-x tomakh (Leningrad, 1988-1996), t. 7, 240.

1 James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time (New York, 1993 [1963]), 34.
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This past, the Negro’s past, of rope, fire, torture, castration, infanticide,

rape; death and humiliation; fear by day and night, fear as deep as the

marrow of the bone; doubt that he was worthy of life, since everyone

around him denied it; sorrow for his women, for his kinfolk, for his

children, who needed his protection, and whom he cannot protect; rage,

hatred, and murder, hatred for white men so deep that it often turned

against him and his own, and made all love, all trust, all joy possible—this

past, this endless struggle to achieve the real and confirm a human

identity, human authority, yet contains, for all its horror, something very

beautiful. I do not mean to be sentimental about suffering—enough is

certainly as good as a feast—but people who cannot suffer can never grow

up, can never discover who they are.4

Suffering is both terrible and liberating precisely because it is terrible. The path to

salvation begins at the very bo�om by doing your “first works over,” as Baldwin put it

elsewhere.5 This is James Baldwin’s path to liberation, which begins with the

recognition of one’s robust humanity. If this sounds familiar to you, it’s because it

should. It is remarkably similar to Mitya Karamazov’s path to salvation when, lurking

outside his father’s door, prepared to murder, to commit patricide, he’s suddenly struck

by a revelation that Dostoevsky leaves wordless, via negativa. It is also Raskolnikov’s

5 James Baldwin, Price of the Ticket (New York, 1985), 11.

4 Baldwin, The Fire Next Time, 98.
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path to the crossroads, a path incidentally Baldwin claimed to have pursued relentlessly

in his youth.6

The title of “Down at the Cross” comes from a hymn that Baldwin cites in one of

the two epigraphs to the essay (the other one is Rudyard Kipling about  the “white

man’s burden”). I do, however, like to think that Baldwin had Rasknol’nikov’s bow at

the crossroads in mind, too, when he chose that particular title. It would reflect the

particular challenges he and others, like Richard Wright and Ralph Ellison, faced when,

after the War, they were trying to craft a uniquely Black American literature. From one

side, Baldwin was explicit about his efforts to translate the cadence of Afro-American

song into prose. He credited Bessie Smith and Fats Waller with giving his prose its

rhythm, and he listened to them over and over again for that purpose. From the other

side, in Notes of a Native Son he wrote that while the great works of European culture

were not his heritage, he knew that if he was to become a writer, in his words, “I would

have to appropriate these white centuries, I would have to make them mine.”7 I would

like to suggest that the act of appropriating Kipling, Dickens, or Dostoevsky was not

merely a ma�er of assuming their influence. It meant first making critical interventions

into the sources that inspired him. This is not the same as bracketing or dismissing their

flaws, as I had done that summer a dozen years ago in St. Petersburg. The flaws need to

be addressed, as they were, for example, when Baldwin cited Dostoevsky as the

7 James Baldwin, Notes of a Native Son (New York, 2012 [1955]), 7.

6 James Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work (New York, 1976), 11.
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impetus for his departure from the Church. And it likely explains why Dostoevsky’s

positive influence remains tacit in this particular work, though it is explicit elsewhere.

If I’m taking it upon myself to articulate what Baldwin left unspoken, here in the

context of this special forum on race in Slavic Review, it is only because I think it serves

us be�er in our efforts to respond to the Floyd Uprising. The “rowdy entry of the

oppressed into the political arena,” as Keeyanga Yamah�a-Taylor describes the

Uprising,8 has obliged many of us to reckon with the reality of the racial nightmare as it

manifests in almost all aspects of America’s institutions, including in Slavic Studies.

This is evidenced by the myriad zoom talks, workshops, and special forums, such as

this one, dedicated to that reckoning. My goal here is to make a contribution, however

small, by making the case that, in his powerfully ambivalent reading of Dostoevsky,

Baldwin has offered us a framework for critically interrogating Dostoevsky’s flaws in

the classroom (a concept I take from bell hooks) and, more importantly, for thinking

through how Dostoevsky has something to offer many of us who are tasked to teach his

works and who would like to offer our students more. We just have to do the work of

seeing Baldwin’s work, accepting it, and le�ing it inspire us to teach race in Dostoevsky

otherwise, in a way that draws on our existing resources and training, in a way that

responds to ours and our students’ needs, and in an inevitably small but I hope

8 Keeyanga Yamah�a-Taylor, “How Do We Change America,” New Yorker (June 8, 2020).
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meaningful way honors the legacy of George Floyd and all those who are clamoring for

freedom, and have been clamoring for freedom for a very long time now.

I can imagine that it would have been both an affecting and a contradictory

experience to read Dostoevsky’s descriptions of the humiliated and insulted, have it

resonate all around you in a Harlem “where the wages of sin were visible everywhere,”9

and read in the same text a bilious, anti-semitic, European nationalism that ran so

parallel to the anti-black racism that was at the root of Baldwin and black America’s

misery. Baldwin doesn’t mention Dostoevsky much, he more often defers to Dickens,

probably for this reason.10 But he does mention him in the following  account from an

interview, published the same year as The Fire Next Time, of what reading Dostoevsky

offered him amid the hardships of growing up in Harlem:

You think your pain and your heartbreak are unprecedented in the history

of the world, but then you read. It was Dostoevsky and Dickens who

taught me that the things that tormented me most were the very things

that connected me with all the people who were alive, or who ever had

been alive. [The artist’s] role is to make you realize the doom and glory of

knowing who you are and what you are.11 (Howard 89).

11 Jane Howard, “Doom and Glory of Knowing Who You Are,” Life Magazine (May 24, 1963), 89

10 Baldwin, Fire Next Time, 6.

9 Baldwin, Fire Next Time, 20.
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The conditions in which a book is read, of course, affect the meaning of those works. To

claim this is nothing more than bringing our a�ention back to the Formalists, like

Roman Jakobson, who with typical economy showed us in a diagram that context is an

element of meaning creation shared by both addresser and addressee.12 We often

struggle to illuminate the author’s context to our students. If you’re anything like me,

and maybe the person who taught me most of Dostoevsky’s novels, you’ve probably

banged your head against the wall more than once trying to convey to them that the

Underground Man’s insights about what it means to be human cannot be taken out of

the context of 1860s Russia, including Сhernyshevsky and the rise of Russian socialism

amid the country’s heroic efforts to modernize. As for the reader’s context? I suspect we

often let that do its own work on its own, operating organically in the background. But

as the rowdy entry of the oppressed into the political realm has shown (I come to the

phrase again and again), contexts shift sometimes dramatically and it takes work to

illuminate them to ourselves and our students, particularly for those who have not

experienced those contexts directly, have found them easier to ignore, and perhaps have

not dedicated much study to the subject before. “You’ve done a PhD in literature. Surely

you’ve read bell hooks before,” a friend said to me back in 2013. You have a very wrong

idea about the content of my education, I thought.

12 Roman Jakobson, “Linguistics and Poetics,” Language in Literature (Cambridge MA, 1987 [1960]), 66.
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Teaching Dostoevsky through the prism of race does not have to be reductive.

Although we likely think of James Baldwin as a political writer, he did not read

Dostoevsky for his politics, at least within the narrow definition of politics Baldwin had

in mind when he wrote, for example, that “social affairs are not generally speaking the

writer’s prime concern, whether they ought to be or not.”13 But that’s only because

Baldwin narrowed in this instance the definition of the political to exclude the project of

individual fulfillment and self worth within a community, the social dimensions of

which Franz Fanon would articulate so well in The Wretched of the Earth, articulations

unknown at that time to Baldwin but already permeating his work.14 The force of James

Baldwin’s political project, and it is political, comes from his insistence on the humanity

of the humiliated: the Sonias, Mityas, Lizas, Apollons, Clementines, Rufuses and

Davids.

The mutual recognition of our collective humanity, for Baldwin, was central to

the end of America’s racial nightmare and it is a political project because it remains so.

In a rather Dostoevskian passage, teeming with the complexities and paradoxes of

power, Baldwin exemplifies this principle. He insists that it is the black man who holds

14 Franz Fanon, Wretched of the Earth (New York, 2004). Wretched of the Earth was first published
(posthumously) in French in 1961 and in English translation in 1963. For an account of Baldwin’s
engagement with Fanon, see James Miller, “James Baldwin and Black Power: No Name in the Street, Fanon,
Camus, and the Black Panthers,” Of Latitudes Unknown: James Baldwin’s Radical Imagination, ed. William E.
Dow (New York, 2019), 177-194.

13 Baldwin, Notes of a Native Son, 6.
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a “tyrannical power over” the white, not the other way around, because what is at stake

is the humanity of both:

The only way [the white man] can be released from the Negro’s tyrannical

power over him is to consent, in effect, to become black himself, to become

a part of that suffering and dancing country that he now watches wistfully

from the heights of his lonely tower and, armed with spiritual traveller’s

checks, visits surreptitiously after dark.15

Black humanity is evident everywhere but is everywhere oppressed. The price of power

for white people, the wages of whiteness David Roedigger calls it, is to deny your own

life-joy, zhizneradostnost’, your own humanity, even as you insist that being white is the

only thing that counts as being human. “Part of the price of the white ticket,” Baldwin

puts forth, “is to delude themselves into believing that they are.”16 (Price of the Ticket 6).

And to rectify this, in effect to give back the ticket, one has to acknowledge that “the

price of the liberation of the white people is the liberation of the blacks—the total

liberation, in the cities, in the towns, before the law, and in the mind.”17 Only then,

17 Baldwin, Fire Next Time, 97.

16 Baldwin, Price of the Ticket, 6.

15 Baldwin, Fire Next Time, 96.
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when the power relations that degrade the oppressor and the oppressed are resolved,

can we realize the full and robust humanity of everyone involved.

Even after Baldwin’s conciliatory a�itude to white America changed and he grew

more sympathetic to Black nationalism, following the assassinations of Martin Luther

King, Medgar Evers and Malcolm X, Dostoevsky’s influence continued to exert itself.

Baldwin refers to Dostoevsky’s The Idiot explicitly in No Name in the Streets, published in

1972, exactly a hundred years after Dostoevsky’s novel. Composed of two essays,

named after a verse from Dostoevsky’s favorite book of the Bible, the Book of Job, it was

meant as something like a sequel to The Fire Next Time. In the opening of the second

essay, Baldwin quotes Lebedev telling Kolia, “I don't believe in the wagons that bring

bread to humanity. For the wagons that bring bread to humanity, without any moral

basis for conduct, may coldly exclude a considerable part of humanity from enjoying

what is brought.”18 Understood through the prism of another Dostoevsky novel,

Baldwin rejects the Grand Inquisitor’s happiness for the free and robust realization of

our collective humanity, which for Dostoevsky was synonymous with the figure of

Christ. Dostoevsky doesn’t go so far as to include race among the excluded; Lebedev’s

comments appear to be limited to the Russian peasant. But it’s an important point for

Baldwin, because it highlights the unevenness of progress or, to paraphrase Walter

Rodney, it emphasizes how Europe underdeveloped Africa, as a geographical entity

18 James Baldwin, No Name in the Streets (New York, 1972), 85.
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that extends to include African-Americans. Far from being reductive, reading

Dostoevsky in this way—through James Baldwin’s prism (to borrow from Joseph

Frank19)—reveals contradictions Dostoevsky did not necessarily intend and we did not

necessarily see ourselves.

Nor does teaching Dostoevsky’s works in this way, as a positive contribution to

anti-racist thinking, mean that we have to overstate the case. Like bell hooks suggests in

her tribute to Paulo Freire, we have to “critically interrogate” those flaws.20 Perhaps

many of us are already interrogating those flaws in Dostoevsky’s works, informed by

excellent and often nuanced research on the ma�er.21 Instead, drawing from that same

bell hooks piece, I suggest that we think of Dostoevsky’s novels as tainted water. “When

you are privileged,” bell hooks tells us, ”you can waste resources. And you can

especially justify your disposal of something that you consider impure.” If in this

moment, however, we and our students thirst for something meaningful in the

classroom, and so we insist on the enduring relevance of the case Dostoevsky makes for

the humanity of the humiliated and the insulted, then we shouldn’t be “too proud to

extract the dirt and be nourished by that water.”22

22 hooks, Teaching to Transgress, 50.

21 For example: Ellen Chances, “Počvenničestvo—Evolution of an Ideology,” Modern Fiction Studies (20: 4,
1974), 543-551; Sarah Hudspith, Dostoevsky and the Idea of Russianness: A New Perspective on Unity and
Brotherhood (New York, 2004); Edyta Bojanowska, “Empire by Consent: Strakhov, Dostoevskii, and the
Polish Uprising of 1863,” Slavic Review (71: 1, 2012), Harie�a Murav, “Jews, Race, and Biology,”
Dostoevsky in Context (Cambridge UK, 2015).

20 bell hooks, Teaching to Transgress: Education as the Practice of Freedom (New York, 1994), 49.

19 Joseph Frank, Through the Russian Prism: Essays on Literature and Culture (Princeton, 1990).
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Doing this kind of work isn’t so hard in the case of Freire, it’s a question of

tweaking his anti-oppression pedagogy, modeled in indigenous peasant and white

se�ler relations, to accommodate the power dynamics of gendered relations: “Freire's

own model of critical pedagogy invites a critical interrogation of this flaw in the

work.”23 For Dostoevsky, there’s more to it. We have to use our training in how to read,

deploy our familiarity with Dostoevsky, which many of us have been developing for

years if not decades. And we also have to put ourselves in the uncomfortable position of

becoming students ourselves to do so. As hooks warns us in another essay entitled

“Embracing Change,” that kind of humility comes hard when we’re used to the

comforts of the lectern. But she assures us that this humility will ultimately serve us and

our students as well. This method encourages a participatory model of education that

disrupts what Paulo Freire called the banking method, in which we deposit information

into students who are treated like passive receptacles. In acknowledging the agency of

other readers, even venerated readers and writers like Baldwin, we also acknowledge

the agency of our students and invite them to participate in our reading. Students will

see themselves not as “objects” but “subjects” in their own education.24 This does

require a certain degree of humility from us when we could simply rest on our laurels.

But I like to think that this is, perhaps, just the kind of humility and discomfort we can

24 hooks, Teaching to Transgress, 36-37.

23 hooks, Teaching to Transgress, 49.
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learn from Dostoevsky’s characters. Maybe Dostoevsky’s novels do invite us to a critical

interrogation of their flaws.

Dostoevsky’s racial hatred on the one hand, and Dostoevsky’s insistence on the

worth of those who are considered wretched or placed in wretched circumstances on

the other. What Baldwin’s powerfully ambivalent reading of Dostoevsky ultimately

yields is a translation of what we might call Dostoevsky’s politics of salvation into a

politics of liberation that begins with the acknowledgment of a person’s full and robust

humanity. I take these passages I have cited from Baldwin, whose posthumous presence

looms large in the Black Lives Ma�er imagination,25 as evidence that Dostoevsky’s

novels have something not just to renounce but also something to offer us and in turn to

offer our students. And others have meaningfully appropriated Dostoevsky in this

sense, too, of course. Richard Wright and Ralph Ellison, other giants of mid-century

African-American literature, were even more explicit in accepting Dostoevsky’s

influence.26 Wright assumes the rage of Dostoevsky’s characters into what Baldwin

called the “protest novel.” Ellison translates the physical, economic and epistemological

marginalization of Dostoevsky’s Underground Man into the source of the educated

black man’s despair. However, unlike Baldwin, Ellison never translates the possibility

of salvation into the possibility of liberation and so the situation remains depressingly if

26 Maria R. Bloshteyn, “Rage and Revolt: Dostoevsky and Three African-American Writers,” Comparative
Literature Studies (38: 4, 2001), 277-309.

25 Melanie Walsh, “Tweets of a Native Son: The Quotation and Recirculation of James Baldwin from Black
Power to #BlackLives Ma�er,” American Quarterly (70: 3, 2018), 531-559.
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understandably hopeless. Personally, I am currently researching the efforts of Louise

Erdrich (Turtle Island Chippewa) to repurpose Dostoevsky’s arguments against suicide

in Future Home of the Living God (2017) to address the suicide epidemic in Ojibwe

country. There are many other prisms through which to read Dostoevsky in the current

moment, you may even be thinking of some aloud to yourself right now. I hope that

I’ve been able to offer something like a method for teaching Dostoevsky in the wake of

the Floyd Uprising, and perhaps illuminated something specifically about Baldwin’s

reading of Dostoevsky that hasn’t been wri�en before. But these and other authors can

be used as prisms, too. In terms of concrete applications, I think this means engaging

with some of the anti-oppression literature if you have not already, including the pieces

by Friere and bell hooks cited here, and ideally in a reading group with your peers. I

think it also means including prismatic readings in your classes. Depending on the

scope of the course and the territoriality of other departments, these readings can range

from short passages, to essays, and to entire books. Baldwin and others have done most

of the work for us, they have appropriated Dostoevsky and made him theirs. All that’s

left is the ma�er of finding the material, curating it, and educating ourselves—all things,

as instructors, we are constantly doing already.


